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PORTRÄT AUS BLANKENHEIM
A Scotsman with a lot of love for wine.
A visit to Steven Rößler‐McAulay in Alendorf who travels throughout Germany as the “Flying
Sommelier”. He typically will be booked all over the nation for around 100 Wine & Dine events per
year.
Steven Rößler‐McAulay was born in Scotland and has lived in the Eifel since 2003, in Alendorf. He
receives around 100 bookings as the “Flying sommelier” p.a. for Wine Tastings or “Wine & Dine”
events. The Scotsman in the Eifel also drinks whisky occasionally, preferably Irish. And he loves
wine.
Steven Rößler‐McAulay wears his kilt, at least for this photo. His kilt was made by a “Master
Kiltmaker” on the Royal Mile in Edinburgh. The Tartan is from his Regiment: The Gordon
Highlanders, they are one of the most well known Regiments in Scotland and is where the 54 year‐
old from 1978 until 1986 served as a professional soldier. A tradition in his family. He was stationed
in Edinburgh for example sentry duty at the drawbridge to the Royal Castle. He left the Army in 1986
in Hemer, Sauerland despite very good prospects for the future.
IN 2008 THE WINE DISCOVERY
He wants to make a new beginning. Not yet wth wine but rather financial consulting. He had already
started to build up a second career during his time in the Army. He earns good money, and buys a
house in Alendorf. Up to 2008 it stays this way. In 200 he discovers a new hobby: Wine. Rößler‐
McAulay who admits that he didn’t even drink alcohol until he was 39 years old, visits a Winery in
Nuits‐Saint‐Georges in Burgundy: “A large room with candles, old barrels, wine bottles. I just thought
WOW!” An experience, and a late arrival. He can imagine making his hobby professional.
But first of all a glass of Sauvignon Blanc from California: The smell of gooseberries and freshly cut
grass in the nose, wonderful. But 14.5% alcohol. ”Typical Californian fruit‐bomb. Too much heat”,
the expert’s verdict. A difficult drop, “too fat” as we say in the trade.
Steven Rößler‐McAulay waxes lyrically about the complexity and the diversity of the world’s grape
varieties, from the development of new wine styles for example from a new generation of young
German winemakers who have been educated at the Wine University in Geisenheim in the
Rheingau. And the Eifel is not that far from the wine regions of the Mosel and Ahr. His locations fits
well with his job. He lives here with his wife Daniela, who he met in 2008 during a wine tasting at his
home. They have been married since 2011.
The journey from wine loving Scotsman to a wine expert who holds event nationwide can only be
achieved through qualifications. Rößler‐McAulay began in 2004 with seminars in Germany, Austria,
Italy and Switzerland.

Now he is a recognised advisor for German wines, a Chamber of Commerce Certified Sommelier and
is in the middle of his WSET Diploma, training to become a Wine Academic, this the precursor to
becoming a “Master of Wine”, of which there are only five in Germany. But come on, hand on your
wine expert heart, do I really have to be knowledgeable about wine in order to enjoy it? “Of course
not! You have to enjoy the taste, that’s the main criteria.” “One shouldn’t be intimidated by experts
or “Wine Gurus”, and also not from Awards or Prizes on the label. That’s how the “Flying Sommelier”
gets rid of doubts.He sees himself as an Ambassador for wine: “We serve the promotion of wine
enjoyment and the experience that wine can provide.” In the Eifel, a well‐known Beer oasis he will
have his work cut out but not for the lack of knowledge.
WINE ENJOYMENT MEANS DRINKING IN MODERATION
And what should a wine cost if it’s to taste good? “The difference between wine for three and eight
euros can be enormous, between thirty and sixty euros, not that much.” What does he think of
special offers in supermarkets? Rößler‐McAulay gives an example: “A sparkling wine for € 1.79,
firstly there is € 1.02 sparkling wine tax, then come costs for the label, corking, transport, you can
work out how much is left for the wine itself.
Wine and health, also a tricky subject “I know more old wine drinkers than old doctors” laughs the
wine expert. Wine in moderation means to him drinking according to how much an individual can
reasonably get along with.
The atmosphere is relaxed, this is the opportunity: Mister Rößler‐McAulay, what do you wear under
your kilt, the classic question. “A Scotsman only answers that question to women he’s interested in,
and only at midnight” says the man in the kilt with a grin. His wife Daniela’s facial expression shows
that she is in the know., Okay, this question will have to be left unanswered.
You can see Steven Rößler‐McAulay live in Steinfeld in the Wirtshaus zur Alten Abtei on the 13th
November. Tickets can be reserved through 02441‐7790301.
Every Regiment has its own tartan
A klit is a complex, folded knee‐length garment made from around 8 metres of the best cloth and an
integral part of the uniform of the Scottish Regiments. Typically they have a checked pattern. The
oldest historically in Scotland are from the base colours green‐yellow, , blue, red or yellow, or mixed
from these colours. In addition to the kilt comes a Sporran, a bag with fur and trimmings.
Officially there are around 3,000 different tartans as they are called and registered. Even the FBI has
its own tartan. The oldest tartans belong to the Clans of Scotland, for example the McDonalds,
Stewarts or Campbells and their Regiments. Thanks to the thickness of the wool, it’s not entirely
necessary to have underwear, perhaps only for hygenic reasons.Apart from the tradiotional kilts,
there are also fashionable variations, and kilt costumes for the Carneval.
PICTURE: Steven Rößler‐McAulay in his wine cellar. Some of the racks are empty because the cellar
is currently being reorganised.

